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SUMMARY The alpha-1-antitrypsin (a,AT) Pi phenotypes have been determined by isoelectric
focusing in a series of 228 patients having a histologically diagnosed malignant lymphoma and in
250 healthy controls. The Pi MZ phenotype occurred in 13 patients with lymphoma (5.8%) and
in five of 250 healthy individuals (2%). Furthermore, one patient with a Pi SS and three patients
with an abnormal unknown phenotype, migrating slower than Z, were found in the lymphoma
group. No prevalence for a special lymphoma type was observed among the abnormal Pi
phenotype patients. The increased incidence of abnormal Pi phenotypes in malignant
lymphoma's support the hypothesis of the possible role of a,AT in development of immunopath-
ological disorders.

Alpha-1-antitrypsin (a ,AT), a glycoprotein, is the
major serum protease inhibitor, synthesised by
hepatocytes.' It is a polymorphic protein, composed
of eight fractions, each of them having a distinct
isoelectric point. By using a high sensitive technique,
about 30 inherited molecular variants have been
described.2 The slowest electrophoretic variants are
called Pi deficiency alleles. The most common is the
Pi MZ phenotype, classically associated with chronic
pulmonary and liver diseases.34 Recently, an
increase of the Pi MZ phenotype has been observed
in patients with paraproteinaemia.5 In order to esti-
mate the incidence of the Pi MZ (and others)
phenotype in lymphoma patients, we carried out a
prospective study on 228 patients with a histologi-
cally diagnosed malignant lymphoma and compared
the results with those obtained in healthy controls.

Material and methods

The study comprised two groups:

Group 1 was composed of 228 consecutive patients
with a histologically proven malignant lymphoma. In
this group newly diagnosed cases as well as patients
seen in the Oncology Department for control
follow-up were included.
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Group 2 was composed of 250 healthy blood donors
of our hospital, as controls. Serum for Pi phenotyp-
ing was available from all subjects. The Pi phenotyp-
ing was carried out by isoelectric focusing on an
ultrathin polyacrylamide gel layer.6 Serum concen-
tration of a1AT was measured immunochemically
on agarose plates (normal range 200-400 mg/dl).
The relative significance of the results was ascer-
tained by means of the X2 test.

Results

In group 1 (lymphoma patients), 13 cases were
found to have a Pi MZ phenotype (5.8%). One
patient with a Pi SS phenotype and three patients
with an abnormal unknown phenotype, character-
ised by migration slower than Z, were also detected
in this group. The serological and histological data
on these 17 patients are summarised in Table 1. In
the non-Hodgkin's lymphoma subgroup, five cases
presented with paraproteinaemia. All of them had a
Pi M phenotype.

In group 2 (controls), the Pi MZ phenotype was
detected in five of 250 individuals (2%).

The incidence of other phenotypes and the compari-
son of frequencies between the two groups are given
in Table 2.
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Table 1 Clinical pathological findings in malignant lymphoma patients with Pi MZ, SS, unknown * phenotypes

No Pi Sex Age (yr) a,A T Paraproteineinaemia Histological diagnosis

I MZ F 17 normal No Morbus Hodgkin s: nodular sclerosing type
2 MZ F 13 normal No . mixed cellularity + epithelioid cell reaction
3 MZ M 37 increased No .. lymphocytic predominance
4 MZ M 59 normal No lymphocytic depletion
5 MZ M 23 decreased No lIymphocytic predominance + epithelioid cell

reaction
6 MZ F 25 increased No ,. nodular sclerosing type
7 MZ M 58 normal No , lymphocytic depletion
8 MZ M 57 decreased No Non-Hodgkin's: diffuse lymphoblastic
9 MZ M 54 normal No ,, diffuse immunoblastic
10 MZ F 34 normal No , nodular, histiocytic
11 MZ M 48 decreased No .. T cell lymphoma with epithelioid cell reaction
12 MZ F 49 decreased Bence-Jones prot .. plasmocytoma
13 MZ M 66 decreased No .. diffuse lymphocytic, well differentiated
14 SS F 25 - No .. diffuse lymphoblastic
15 UN* M 49 increased No nodular and diffuse. histiocvtic
16 UN* M 64 normal No . diffuse, histiocytic
17 UN* M 22 increased No Morbus Hodgkin's: nodular sclerosing type

*Phenotype slower than Z.

Discussion

Originally the Z allele of a,AT has been related with
lung and liver pathology. Later on a variety of
inflammatory disorders and immunopathological
conditions, including lymphomas with para-
proteinaemia,5 have been described in association
with the Pi MZ phenotype.7 Moreover, there is good
evidence that a,AT is involved in the regulation of
the immune system.8
To evaluate the incidence of abnormal Pi

phenotypes in malignant lymphomas, a Pi phenotyp-
ing was performed in 250 healthy blood donors and
compared with that obtained in 228 unselected con-

secutive lymphoma patients.
In the control group (blood donors), five of 250

individuals presented with a Pi MZ phenotype
(2%). This incidence is similar to the reported inci-
dence in other European studies.9 10

No Pi SS or abnormal unknown phenotypes were
found in this group. In the lymphoma group, 13
patients (7 Morbus Hodgkin's, 6 non-Hodgkin's lym-
phomas) were found to have a Pi MZ phenotype
(5.8%). Furthermore, one patient of this group
showed a Pi SS and three other cases were character-
ised by the presence of an abnormal unknown

phenotype with a band slower than Z, probably cor-

responding to the recently described YPratt." In
order to confirm this correspondence, further inves-
tigations, including family studies, are needed.
These data point to an increased incidence of

abnormal Pi phenotypes (MZ, SS, unknown migrat-
ing slower than Z) in lymphoma patients with no

prevalence for a special subgroup (Tables 1 and 2).
Absolute comparisons of frequencies were

difficult to perform because of the heterogeneity and
the small sample size within phenotypic groups.
However, when abnormal Pi phenotypes (MZ, SS,
unknown) were analysed as a whole, their incidence
was statistically significant (p < 0.01); when the Pi
MZ phenotype was separately analysed, its inci-
dence was just significant (p 0.05) (Table 2). In
this study no patient presenting with parapro-
teinaemia could be recognised as having abnormal
Pi phenotypes. The Pi MZ and SS phenotypes are
usually associated with a reduced serum level of
cx,AT.'2 However, because of the acute reactant
nature of this protein, its serum concentration may
change dramatically in the presence of inflammatory
processes and malignant tumoral proliferations.'
This might explain the variety of a ,AT serum con-
centrations found in the patients of this study. The

Table 2 Incidence of aAT Pi phenotypes in lymphoma patients and controls

Group No MZ (%o) MM MS SS Others (MF;MP) Unknown*
Lymphoma 228 13 (5.8) 188 16 1 7 3
Hodgkin's 126 7 (5.4) 105 10 0 3 1
Non-Hodgkin's 102 6 (6) 83 6 1 4 2
Controls 250 5 (2) 217 22 0 6 0

*Phenotype slower than Z.
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finding of an increased incidence of Pi MZ and other
abnormal phenotypes in lymphoma patients, sup-
port the hypothesis of the role of a 1AT in the
development of immunopathological disorders.

The authors thank Dr B Van Damme, Dr J Van-
deputte and Dr R Cotomaccio for criticism and val-
uable help.
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